
Intonaco antiumido a grassello di calce pronto all’uso, studiato per il risanamento di murature umide.
L’aggiunta di additivi naturali ecologici ne garantisce l’impermeabilita’.

COPEFIN B
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GĖ İ Ė  Ĭ ĢĜĜİ  
Container: 18 kg. 
Composition of the product: 
Lime putty, earthenware. 
Dilution:  
Bicomponent. 
Remove the divider inside the container,  
empty the earthenware bag into  
the mixture and mix everything energically 
 with a mixer, until you get a  
homogeneous dough.  
If the mixture is still too thick,  
just add some water to make  
a workable mixture. 
Features: 0mm granulometry. 
Diluent: Water. 
Estimated consumption: 
Almost 1 Kg./mq. in one coat. 
Usage: Inside/outside 

Ė ŐŐÕÒŃMPÒŎŌÈ COPEFIN B needs to be applied after the application of two coats of COPEFIN A. It must be 
spread with a stainless steel spatula, spraying water, in order to obtain a polish effect. The product has to 
be laid at ambient temperature, between + 5 ° C and +30 ° C, with no wind and no exposition to the sun, 
otherwise the product needs to be wet and protect by sunscreening towels. 
Glossy finish: Only when the wall is completely dry, it would be possible to polish it with our specific WAX, 
in order to obtain a waterproof and polish effect.  
Storage: The material is preserved for 12 months from the date of production, in sealed containers, 
provided that they are not exposed to frost or heat sources. The applicator must not modify the product, in 
that case ET Events & Technologies S.r.l.s assumes no responsibility. 

        UNI EN 998-1:2010 

H318 Causes serious eye damage 
H315 Causes skin Irrita�on 
H335 May causes respiratory irrita�on  

 
P280 We recommend to wear gloves and protec�ve clothing and to protect your eyes and face. 
P301+330+331IN CASE OF INGESTION: rinse your mouth. DO NOT cause vomit. 
P305+P351+P338 IN CASE OF CONTACT WITH EYES: rinse accurately for several minutes. Remove the lenses 
if necessary and keep on rinsing. 

Earthenware finish and lime putty

Hearthenware finish

DATA SHEET Applica�on:
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